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An Evaluation of the Aims of Week-day Schools
BENJAMIN S. WINCHESTER*

As one scrutinizes the aims of week-day schools of religion, as disclosed
in the survey of Prof. Shaver, he is driven to two conclusions: first, that
these schools owe their existence to the fact that there is a widespread and
growing conviction that our present efforts at religious education are inade-
quate, and, second, that the aims around which these schools are being or-
ganized, and which are to determine their curricula, methods of teaching,
organization and administration, are not essentially different from those
which lie back of the other agencies of religious education, such as the Sun-
day-school, for example. Let us consider briefly the significance of these
conclusions.

I. The conviction that Present Religious Education is Inadequate.
It is judged to be inadequate on various grounds. First, the conditions

in society indicate that this is true. The prevalence of crime, the loosening
of moral restraints, the evidences of selfishness and greed, the emphasis upon
rights rather than upon duties, the injustices and barbarities of our boasted
civilization, the dependence upon force rather than upon reason and per-
suasion as a method of settling disputes—all these indicate that something
is radically wrong with us, and religious people are impelled to believe that
these symptoms point to a need of more religion and reveal shortcomings
in our religious education.

This conviction is deepened as one looks closer. It is discovered that
a very large proportion of our population is quite outside the range of im-
mediate educational effort. These 27,000,000 are untouched by religious edu-
cation of any systematic kind simply because they do not go to church or
Sunday-school. Moreover, those who do go seem to gain but little. The
Report on Religion Among American Men was a startling revelation as to
the place which religion occupies—or fails to occupy—in the consciousness
of the average man, for the draft gave us a cross section of the young man-
hood of America.

We seem, therefore, to be compelled to admit that our efforts at relig-
ous education thus far have fallen far short of producing the effects, either
in the individual or in society at large, which must be produced if this
world is to be a satisfactory one in which to live. Life now is too hampered,
too subject to the limitations and disturbances which cause widespread an-
noyance and suffering. Militarism, industrial warfare, partisan politics,
competitive commercialism, exploitation of the weak by the strong, the lust
for and the misuse of power, class hatred, race antagonism, domestic trag-
edy and the crime in high places and in the underworld—all these are far
too prevalent in our so-called Christian civilization and we seem incapable
of avoiding them. They seem beyond control.

The hopeful aspect of the situation is this. Not only is there a hunger
for a less restricted, more abundant life, but the very movement toward week-
day religious education is evidence of the belief that this bad state of things
can be improved, through religion and by means of educational methods.

*Dr. Winchester is the Associate Editor for the Congregational Publishing Society, Boston. His
paper is based upon the studies of "Aims," published in RELIGIOUS EDUCATION for February.
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198 RELIGIOUS EDUCATION

The abundant life we hope for is, must be, attainable. If we have had too
little religious education, let us have more of it. Let us bring more people
under its influence. Let us devote more time to it. Let us make our disci-
pline more thorough. Thus far, I fancy, we should all find ourselves in
substantial agreement.

I I . The Assumption that Present Needs will be Met by More Relig-
ious Education of the Same Sort.

It is perfectly natural that the persons who are convinced that more
religious education is necessary should proceed to expand along lines already
familiar. Let us teach more Bible, more missions, more church history. Let
us place more emphasis upon drill and memorization. Let us make Bible
stories more attractive and interesting. Let us have better text books, illus-
trative material, and more elaborate equipment. Let us employ more of the
methods which have been effective in public schools—map work, hand work,
dramatization, expressional activities. We must seek in every possible way
to get knowledge across, to motivate the instruction by means of credits
and tests. Let us have more worship, the learning of more hymns and
prayers.

If, however, our religious education is admittedly inadequate, it is a
fair question as to whether the present unsatisfactory conditions in society
will be remedied, or in any considerable measure improved, by simply in-
creasing the amount of the same kind of education. It may be that we need
a different kind. Before we commit ourselves finally to the building up of
a new institution upon the old foundations, it would be well to examine
afresh the aims for which the institution is to exist. It may be that we
shall discover other fundamental reasons that help to account for the in-
adequacy of our religious education. It may be that the present unsatisfac-
tory conditions in society are partly the result of conflicting aims in educa-
tion, of uncorrelated teaching processes, of waste and confusion due to the
overlapping of agencies and programs. If so, we should hardly remedy a
bad situation by devising another agency of similar type to do the same sort
of thing in more vigorous and determined fashion and thus add still more
to the confusion and mal-adjustment from which the mind of the pupil al-
ready suffers.

This may seem a harsh way of putting the case. There is no desire to
speak inviduously of week-day schools, or to disparage their efforts. There
are obvious reasons why their aims should be, at the start, those which have
been generally assumed in other schools. The very desire for more time,
which has led many to seek for an allowance of time from the public school
program, has brought pressure to bear from school boards which tends to
strengthen the assumption that knowledge is the important thing in educa-
tion. "Produce your text books, let us see your course of study, before
you ask for public school time," they say. Public school efficiency, in the
popular mind, has certain tangible aspects. It is apt to be judged by the
elaborateness of courses of study, as apparent in text books, "stiffness" of
courses, rigidity of discipline, "high standards."

Moreover, in asking support for these week-day schools, those who
stand sponsor for them must show results. The public is not content to
pour money into a new venture year after year with nothing to show for
it. The easiest things to visualize the conception of religious education are
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W E E K DAY RELIGIOUS EDUCATION 199

"exhibits" of hand work, note book work, essays, examination papers, mod-
els, memory drills, demonstrations, dramatizations—all of which leave still
unanswered that deeper question, What have the pupils become? How dif-
ferently do they feel and act? Wha t habits and attitudes have been estab-
lished? By what motives and purposes are they controlled? I t is not so
easy to make a convincing demonstration of these things, nor can a demon-
stration be made so speedily. It may require not months, but years, to con-
vince a community of the real success of a school, judged by such tests as
these. But these, after all, are the t rue tests.

W e plead, then, for patience in the formulating of aims. Let us not
lose this fine opportunity, offered by a widespread desire for something
more and better, by failing to think through our educational processes until
we arrive at something better, and not merely something more. Let us in-
sist upon a fresh formulation of our aims in religious education; first, the
great, central, controlling aim, by which all elements which enter into the
educational process are to be relentlessly judged. And then, the subsidiary
aims, around which to build in detail our future systems of religious educa-
tion. T h e survey plainly discloses the fact that this is precisely what we have
failed to do as yet. But how shall we proceed toward such formulations ?

Have we not a clue in the very conviction out of which week-day schools
have arisen, the conviction that the state of society is becoming intolerable,
but also that it is improbable? Let us set out from this point of departure,
and ask the further questions: In what respects is the present order of
society unsatisfactory? Wha t kind of a world would we like to create,
through education? What sorts of individuals would be necessary to make
up such a world? And by what educational agencies and processes may
such individuals be produced? If we could but answer these questions we
should be in a position to test and evaluate our materials, our methods, and
our results in the teaching process.

This leads us a t once to the heart of the problem. If it is our hope
to improve society, then our education must be such as to lead each pupil to
reflect upon, and to seek to change the world in which he is living, the real
world of his everyday experience, the world in which he finds his everyday
relationships to parents, brothers and sisters, schoolmates and playmates.
O u r education must seek to make God a real Fact in every part of this ex-
perience, a Reality not only to be reckoned with but also to be cooperated
with and helped by—not only a Fact of experience, but a potent Factor in the
attainment of satisfaction in living. And if we are convinced that certain
attitudes and responses which children make to this world of their experi-
ences result only in making their own and others ' lives miserable, then our
education must set itself to the cultivation of other attitudes and responses
and habits which lead to the opposite result.

This leads us, then, to the study of the motives from which children
act to a study of the strains and problems of childhood, the instincts and
desires which now control conduct, and to a study of the processes by
means of which these motive forces may be transformed into others. W e
are concerned, in other words, with nothing less than the making and re-
making of human nature , as Prof. Hocking has put it, with nothing less than
the transformation of instinct and the supplying of powerful new motives.

It is not our task to attempt to present in detail the aims which should
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200 RELIGIOUS EDUCATION

guide our educative processes, but simply to evaluate the aims already con-
fessed. To attempt to make a detailed statement of aims would lead us
into the whole problem of the curriculum, and that is another story. That
theme will be discussed elsewhere in connection with the program. We may,
'however, pause to say that the formulation of the kind of aims we are ad-
vocating does not involve the abandonment of those things we have pre-
viously assumed to be essential in religious education. The Bible and mis-
sions, and all the other things, will still have their place. But they are all
means, not ends. And if we can but recognize them as such we shall have
taken the step so necessary in order to vitalize our use of any of them. Sub-
jects as ends of instruction have but a doubtful and uncertain appeal, but
subjects as means to the attainment of a desired end—an end which is de-
sirable to the pupil because a necessary and recognized part of his own ex-
perience—subjects and books and paraphernalia of teaching which find this
kind of an introduction to the pupil's mind become immediately important
and worth while. And things which do not seem worth while to the pupil
are not really taught, however important they may seem to the teacher. The
surest way, therefore, to realize what many of us now think we are after
is to seek for a different thing, namely a definite result in the pupil, and
these other things shall be realized in addition.

So far as the movement toward week-day religious education has pro-
gressed, we may express the judgment that it has started with a very fruit-
ful impulse, the conviction that we need a better world, a more just and
kindly order of society, made up of well-disposed, cooperative, sympathetic
and devoted individuals, intelligent as to the causes of discontent and bent
upon removing them; in short, a world made up of men and women who
love God supremely and their neighbors as themselves. But, thus far, it ap-
pears that the persons who have set out thus hopefully upon this splendid
enterprise are in danger of letting slip this golden opportunity to seize upon
the only clue which will ever lead us anywhere, the clue that is furnished by
life itself, the life of the pupil whom we would educate plus the experience
which mature people have already gained through living. Instead of fol-
lowing this clue, attention is being diverted from life itself to materials and
programs and methods which are never ends in themselves and of whose
value we can judge only as we keep constantly before us the conditions and
problems of life.

The Aim of Week-Day Religious Education
GEORGE CRAIG STEWART*

To make God central and not circumferential; to make Him focal
and not marginal, vital not casual, a living Presence and power, not a
dead impressive name,—this is the supreme aim of Week-Day Re-
ligious Education.

The supreme aim is not to teach the Bible—that is a means to the
end; nor to teach behaviour—that is a fruit not a root; nor good citi-
zenship, nor social service, though they follow as the day follows the

T h e opening of the discussion following the paper by Dr. B. S. Winchester. Dr. Stewart is
the Rector of St. Luke's Episcopal Church, Evanston, 111.
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